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REDUCED REFERENCE VIDEO CALIBRATION ALGORITHMS
Margaret H. Pinson and Stephen Wolf 1
This report describes four Reduced Reference (RR) video calibration algorithms
of low computational complexity. RR methods are useful for performing end-toend in-service video quality measurements since these methods utilize a low
bandwidth network connection between the original (source) and processed
(destination) ends. The first RR video calibration algorithm computes temporal
registration of the processed video stream with respect to the original video
stream (i.e., video delay estimation). The second algorithm jointly calculates
spatial scaling and spatial shift. The third algorithm calculates luminance gain
level offset of the processed video stream with respect to the original video
stream. The fourth algorithm estimates the valid video region of the original or
processed video stream (i.e., the portion of the video image that contains actual
picture content). All the algorithms utilize only the luminance (Y) image plane of
the video signal.
Key words: calibration; delay; gain; offset; spatial scaling; spatial shift; temporal shift; video
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INTRODUCTION

This report describes a series of low computational complexity Reduced Reference (RR) video
calibration algorithms. RR measurements are useful for in-service quality monitoring
applications since they require only a small amount of reference information to make a
performance measurement [1]. This RR information can thus be easily communicated between
the original (i.e., source) and processed (i.e., destination) ends of a video system using
commonly available network connections (e.g., Internet, Public Switched Telephone Network).
In an RR measurement system, video calibration of the processed video stream (i.e., estimating
gain, offset, temporal delay, spatial shift, spatial scaling, and valid region) is normally a
prerequisite for estimating the quality of the processed video stream. While the algorithms
described in this document can produce calibration estimates using a single video clip, these
algorithms are most effective when applied in the order specified to a series of video clips
associated with a single video system. Combining calibration results from multiple video clip
samples provides a means to obtain more robust estimates.
The first algorithm estimates the overall temporal alignment (i.e., delay) of the processed video
stream with respect to the original video stream. This temporal delay estimation algorithm
utilizes three features that characterize the motion and luminance of the video scene. The second
algorithm jointly estimates spatial scaling and spatial shift. This second algorithm uses randomly
1
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selected pixels and image profiles (horizontal and vertical) that are extracted from the video
scene. The third algorithm reuses these pixels and profiles to estimate luminance gain and level
offset. The fourth algorithm examines the edges of images and estimates the portion of the video
image (original or processed) that contains actual valid picture content. All algorithms utilize the
luminance (Y) image plane of the video signal. Luminance values are presumed to range from 1
to 254 (e.g., black = 16, white = 235).
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TEMPORAL REGISTRATION ALGORITHM

The temporal registration algorithm presented in this section is an RR method that requires a data
transmission bit-rate of 1 to 6 kb/s (depending upon video frame rate and feature quantization
accuracy 2 ). This low bit-rate requirement, together with the computational simplicity of
extracting the RR features, makes this method ideally suited for real-time in-service monitoring
of end-to-end video delay. Three low bandwidth features track changes in scene motion and
image intensity. Video delay is estimated by cross-correlating, or aligning, the information in
the processed feature streams with the corresponding information in the original feature streams.
This procedure produces one video delay estimate per video clip, which should have a minimal
duration of 5 seconds. 3
2.1

Default Valid Video Region

NTSC (525-line) and PAL (625-line) video sampled according to ITU-R Recommendation
BT.601 [2] (henceforth abbreviated Rec. 601) may have a border of pixels and lines that do not
contain valid picture. The original video from the camera may only fill a portion of the Rec. 601
frame. Some digital video compression schemes further reduce the area of the picture in order to
save transmission bits. To prevent non-picture areas from degrading the performance of the
temporal registration algorithm, they must be excluded.
Section 4 presents an automated method for determining valid region. However, since valid
region is always referenced to the original video, we first need to know the spatial shift and
scaling that is present in the processed video. Since spatial shift and scaling information is only
available after the spatial registration algorithm is completed, and since temporal registration
must be known before spatial registration, we must use some reasonable default values for valid
region. Table 1 gives the reasonable default values that we use for the border of invalid pixels
around the edge of common image sizes. Pixels in this invalid border region will be discarded
by the temporal registration algorithm. Images in common intermediate format (CIF), source
input format (SIF), and quarter resolution versions of these (QCIF and QSIF) typically do not
have an invalid border, so no pixels are discarded.
Table 1. Default Invalid Border for Common Video Sizes
Video Type

Rows

Columns

Invalid
Top

Invalid
Left

Invalid
Bottom

Invalid
Right

NTSC (525-line)

486

720

18

22

18

22

PAL (625-line)

576

720

14

22

14

22

2

6 kb/s presumes interlaced video operating at 60 fields per second and single precision to code the features.
The method presented here estimates the average video delay of the entire processed sequence, as opposed to
methods that estimate the video delays of individual frames within the processed sequence. When individual frames
within the processed sequence have different video delays, they will tend to vary about the average video delay
found by this algorithm.
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2.2

Description of Features

The temporal alignment algorithm uses three low-bandwidth features. The first temporal
information (TI) feature, designated TI2, uses temporal differences between adjacent luminance
images. For interlaced video, fields spaced 2 fields apart in time (i.e., 1 frame apart) are
differenced, and for progressive video, frames spaced one frame apart in time are differenced.
This TI feature quantifies the amount of scene motion by summing the squared pixel differences
between two sampled images. The second feature, designated TI10, is based on temporal
differences spaced 10 interlaced fields or 5 progressive frames apart. If the frame rate in units of
frames per second (FPS) decreases and the digital video system fills in the non-transmitted
frames with repetitions of prior frames, processed scene motion is perceived as unnatural or
discontinuous. The second feature smoothes over these times of no motion in the processed
video (i.e., repeated frames or fields). The third feature, designated Ymean, is based on the mean
of the Y images. This feature quantifies the intensity, or brightness, of the video scene by
measuring the average luminance level.
Each of the three features characterizes the video differently. Thus, each works best for different
amounts of frame repeating, varying video delay, and scene intensity fluctuations; and one
feature may produce good temporal alignments where another one fails. The magnitude and
shape of the correlation function are used as indicators for the reliability of that feature’s
temporal registration. Unreliable features are discarded, and the remaining results are considered
jointly to estimate the best average video delay for the clip.
In the following feature definitions, the luminance image is noted as Y. For interlaced video, Y
is a field and for progressive video, Y is a frame. The time when this field or frame occurs is
denoted as t. Pixels of Y are further subscripted by row and column, i and j, respectively, so that
an individual pixel is denoted as Y(i,j,t).
2.2.1

TI2 Feature: Two Field Difference Temporal Information

For interlaced video, to compute TI2 at time t, consider field Y(t) and the previous field of the
same type Y(t-2), and compute for each pixel
TI2(i, j, t ) = Y (i, j, t ) − Y (i, j, t − 2) )

(1)

For progressive video, consider frame Y(t) and the previous frame Y(t-1), and compute for each
pixel
TI2(i, j, t ) = Y (i, j, t ) − Y (i, j, t − 1) )

(2)

Then, using the results from (1) or (2), compute
TI2(t ) = rmsspace [TI2(i, j, t )] ≡

1
(TI2(i, j, t )) 2
∑∑
R i j

4

(3)

where rmsspace is the root mean square function over space defined by the above equation, i and j
are within the valid region defined in section 2.1, and R is the total number of pixels in the valid
region (i.e., the number of pixels in the double summation). The TI2 calculation for interlaced
fields is calculated as shown in Figure 1.

Field 1
t=0

Field 2
t=1

Field 1
t=2

rms

Field 2
t=3

rms

Field 1
t=4

Field 2
t=5

rms

rms

Field 1
t=6

rms

Field 2
t=7

rms

Field 1
t=8

rms

Field 2
t=9

rms

Figure 1. Diagram depicting the method of calculating TI2(t).

2.2.2

TI10 Feature: Ten Field Difference Temporal Information

The TI10 feature is based on a temporal difference spaced ten interlaced fields apart, or five
progressive frames apart. This feature smoothes the temporal information using a wider filter
than TI2 and eliminates the effect of frame repeats in the TI waveform for systems that have four
or fewer consecutive frame repeats.
To compute TI10 at time t on interlaced sequences, consider field Y(t) and the field of the same
type five frames ago Y(t-10), and compute for each pixel
TI10(i,j,t) = Y(i,j,t) - Y(i,j,t-10)

(4)

For progressive sequences, consider frame Y(t) and the frame five frames ago Y(t-5), and
compute for each pixel
TI10(i,j,t) = Y(i,j,t) - Y(i,j,t-5)

(5)

Then, using the results from (4) or (5), compute
TI10(t) = rmsspace[TI10(i,j,t)]

(6)
5

where i and j are within the valid region defined in section 2.1.
2.2.3

Ymean Feature: Average Luminance Level

Ymean is calculated as the average luminance level of a field. To compute Ymean at time t on
interlaced fields or frames, consider Y(t) and compute
Ymean (t ) = meanspace [Y (i, j, t )] ≡

1
∑∑ Y (i, j, t )
R i j

(7)

where meanspace is the mean function over space defined by the above equation, i and j are within
the valid region defined in section 2.1, and R is the total number of pixels in this valid region
(i.e., the number of pixels in the double summation).
2.3

Feature Sequence Cross-Correlation 4 and Validation

The following steps describe the process that is used to cross-correlate original and processed
feature streams in order to estimate their best temporal registration. The algorithm includes
validation steps, where the features are examined to discard potentially unreliable alignment
results. The original feature stream will be referred to as ao and the processed feature stream as
ap. For example, when using the two field difference temporal information feature, a(t) = TI2(t).
Let M be the length of the feature streams, ao and ap. The feature stream ao, given by {ao(0),
ao(1), ao(2), …, ao(M-1)} will be abbreviated as {a o (t ) }tM=0−1 .

We have found that temporal registration estimates based on the above features become
unreliable when
std time [a o (t )] ≤ threshold

(8)

std time [a P (t )] ≤ threshold

(9)

or

where threshold = Y_THRESHOLD = 0.25 for the Ymean feature, threshold =
TI_THRESHOLD = 0.15 for the TI2 and TI10 features, and stdtime represents the standard
deviation over time of the M samples in the feature stream.
When (8) or (9) are satisfied, the Ymean waveform has detected insufficient temporal changes in
scene brightness to be useful for temporal registration (e.g., scene with a constant brightness
level). Similarly when (8) or (9) are satisfied the TI2 and TI10 waveforms have detected
insufficient temporal changes in the scene motion to be useful for temporal registration (e.g., still
4

The correlation function described in this section is based on minimization of the standard deviation of the
difference between the original and processed feature streams, not the maximization of the energy in the crossproduct of the two feature streams.
6

scene). Features that fall below the thresholds in (8) or (9) are considered “invalid” and no
further calculations are performed using them. Furthermore, if all three features (TI2, TI10, and
Ymean) fall below the thresholds in (8) or (9), then the video clip is considered “still” and no
further temporal registration calculations are performed.
Feature sequence correlation is performed on the feature streams that pass the above test. The
temporal registration uncertainty, U, will be specified in fields for interlaced systems and frames
for progressive systems. U represents the maximum temporal shift (plus or minus) of the
processed feature stream with respect to the original feature stream. The feature sequence
correlation is performed as follows:
1. Given a sequence of M processed video features {a p (t ) }tM=1 , we first discard the first and last
U samples to form sequence {a p (t ) }tM=U-1- U . Normalize (divide) each element in the resulting
sequence by the standard deviation of that sequence to form the normalized sequence
{n p (t ) }tM=−U1− U .
2. For each alignment delay guess d (for all -U ≤ d ≤ U), we compute a corresponding original
feature stream {a o (t ) }tM= U−1+−dU +d , and normalize (divide) each element in the sequence by the
standard deviation of that sequence to form the normalized sequence {n o ( d , t ) }tM=−U1− U . This
original feature normalization is essentially the same as the processed feature normalization in
step one, except computed for each delay, d.

3. Take the resulting normalized processed and original feature streams and compute the
difference between those sequences:
Diff(d , t ) = {n o ( d , t ) - n p (t ) }tM=U−1− U

(10)

4. Compute the sample standard deviation over time of the difference sequence for each delay
offset d, namely
S(d) = stdtime(Diff(d,t))

(11)

5. The minimum S(d) (denoted Smin) and its offset dmin is the best alignment indicated by this
feature. Figure 2 gives an example plot of the correlation function S(d). In this plot, the best
alignment occurs for the delay d = 0 fields (i.e., dmin = 0 fields).

7

Figure 2. Example plot of correlation function S(d).

6. If the normalized original and processed feature streams were identical, then they would
cancel at correct alignment (i.e., Smin would be 0.0). On the other hand, Smin can be at most 2.0,
since the normalized original and processed waveforms each have a variance of 1.0. If the
normalized original and processed waveforms are independent, their variances will add and Smin
will be approximately equal to sqrt(2) ≈ 1.414. A value for Smin greater than sqrt(2) indicates
that the two waveforms are negatively correlated. We have found that if Smin ≤
CORRELATION_VALID = 0.25, then the correlation between the processed feature stream and
the original feature stream is probably reliable and these features are therefore considered valid.
However, if Smin ≥ CORRELATION_INVALID = 1.40, then the correlation between the
processed feature stream and the original feature stream is unreliable for the above reasons and
these features are therefore considered invalid. For correlations in between (e.g.,
CORRELATION_VALID ≤ Smin ≤ CORRELATION_INVALID), Smin yields ambiguous results
with respect to accuracy, so other criteria must be used (see step 7).
7. If (CORRELATION_VALID ≤ Smin ≤ CORRELATION_INVALID), find the earliest
(minimum) delay, d1, where S(d1) < Smin + DELTA_THRESHOLD, where
DELTA_THRESHOLD = 0.04. Also find the latest delay, d2, where S(d2) < Smin +
DELTA_THRESHOLD. Compute the distance between those two delays, w = d2 – d1 + 1.
Notice that no restrictions are placed on values of S for delays between d1 and d2. This width w

8

discriminates between correlations with a well-defined minimum, and correlations with multiple
nearly-identical minimum values (e.g., a sharp correlation function as given in Figure 2 versus a
broad correlation function). TI features with w ≤ TI_WIDTH are reliable, and Ymean features
with w ≤ Y_WIDTH are reliable, where TI_WIDTH = 3 and Y_WIDTH = 4. Features that meet
these criteria are considered valid whereas features that do not meet these criteria are considered
invalid.
Table 2 provides a summary of the recommended threshold values that are used by the temporal
registration algorithm. These recommended threshold values were obtained by minimizing
alignment errors between the current algorithm and the frame based temporal alignment method
in section 3.4.2 of [3].
Table 2. Recommended Values for Thresholds Used by Temporal Registration Algorithm
Threshold

Recommended Value

TI_THRESHOLD

0.15

Y_THRESHOLD

0.25

CORRELATION_VALID

0.25

CORRELATION_INVALID

1.40

DELTA_THRESHOLD

0.04

TI_WIDTH

3

Y_WIDTH

4

2.4

Estimation of Temporal Offset from Features

The following describes how to apply the three features of section 2.1 and the correlation
algorithm of section 2.3 to achieve the final estimate of the temporal alignment offset.
1. Compute the original and processed TI2 feature streams, TI10 feature streams, and Ymean
feature streams in section 2.1. When operating in-service, transmit the original features to the
processed video location. At most, single precision will be required (i.e., 4-byte floating point),
and further bandwidth savings can be obtained through quantization (e.g., 16 bits per value).
2. For each original and processed feature stream pair, compute the correlation function S(d)
according to section 2.3 and record whether that feature is valid or invalid, and if invalid whether
that feature is still (e.g., motionless).
3. If one or more features are valid, average those valid correlation functions together. For
progressive video sequences, find the delay offset Smin that minimizes the averaged correlation
function. For interlaced video sequences, this algorithm may be run with either field or frame
accuracy. For frame accurate delay, restrict the search to either field one delays or field two
delays; for field accurate delay, include both field one and field two delays in the search. Find
the delay offset Smin that minimizes the averaged correlation function.
9

Note: This algorithm cannot be used to determine with 100% reliability whether field one of the
processed video sequence best aligns to field one or field two of the original sequence (i.e.,
indicative of interlaced reframing by the video system under test – see section 3.1.2 of [3]). We
have found that such a determination is approximately 90% accurate. Thus, to detect reframing
we recommend the use of some other, external algorithm such as the one that will be described in
section 3. Field accurate delays from this temporal registration algorithm provide rough
estimates, suitable when subsequent steps will improve those estimates.
4. If all of the features are invalid, a delay cannot be computed for this video clip. Furthermore,
if all features have been marked still, then the clip contains still video and this extra information
may be reported to the user. Temporal alignment or registration is not required to estimate
quality for still scenes.
2.5

Observations and Conclusions

The in-service video delay measurement algorithm presented here uses a set of very low
bandwidth features extracted from original and processed video sequences. This algorithm is
suitable for measuring video delay in a fully automated, in-service, real-time monitoring system
or for aligning video in an out-of-service environment, prior to performing video quality
measurements. The video delay measurement algorithm utilizes two types of features, those that
track changes in scene motion (TI2, TI10), and those that track changes in scene intensity
(Ymean). The video delay measurement algorithm provides good estimates of video delay for a
wide range of video scenes and systems by correlating, or time aligning, these original and
processed sampled feature values.
When field or frame repeats are present in the processed video sequence, the definition of video
delay is somewhat ambiguous. Does a viewer perceive video scene delay as the delay of the first
processed field in the field repeat sequence, the last processed field in the field repeat sequence,
or something in between? Because the three features operate at different levels of temporal
granularity, the video delays measured by these features may differ slightly for video systems
that have field or frame repeats. By combining the results from all three features, a more robust
delay estimate is obtained.
The length of the time window that is used to estimate delay limits the response of the
measurement system to changes in video delay. Shorter time windows can cause measurement
errors when the video contains small but perceptible amounts of repetitive motion limited to a
small portion of the image (e.g., a four second head and shoulders scene wherein the only change
in scene content is due to lip motion). Shorter time windows can be reliably used when the video
contains variations in image intensity and / or scene motion. As the length of the time window
increases, the measurement system will respond more slowly to variations in video delay.
This temporal registration algorithm is robust when other calibration errors are present. For
instance, the temporal registration estimates are not significantly impacted by video system
luminance gain and level offset errors. This was verified by inserting random luminance gains
from 0.8 to 1.2 and random luminance level offsets from -20 to +20 into 2772 processed video
sequences. The resulting temporal registration values were unchanged.
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This temporal registration algorithm is only minimally impacted by spatial shifts and spatial
scaling. This was tested by inserting random spatial scaling from 5% shrinkage to 5% expansion
in both the horizontal and vertical directions, while simultaneously inserting random spatial
shifts from -20 to +20 both horizontally and vertically. Figure 3 compares the temporal
registration results from 2772 processed video sequences containing these spatial calibration
errors with the temporal registration results from fully calibrated processed video. Notice that
most of the video clips alignments agree within plus or minus one frame, even in the presence of
extreme calibration errors. Since many of the video clips contained frame repeats, some of the
differences between running this temporal registration algorithm on calibrated and un-calibrated
video clips may be indicative of truly ambiguous temporal registration. Spatial calibration errors
increased the number of video clips with all features invalid from 159 to 165.

Figure 3. Impact of spatial calibration errors on RR temporal registration.
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3

SPATIAL REGISTRATION ALGORITHM

The spatial registration algorithm requires as input the temporal offset between the original and
processed video streams. This temporal offset is obtained from the temporal registration
algorithm in section 2. The spatial registration algorithm simultaneously estimates horizontal
and vertical spatial scaling and spatial shift. This searching utilizes RR features that are
extracted from one frame every second. All used RR features of the video clip are considered
simultaneously, to enhance the estimation accuracy. The spatial registration algorithm requires
an RR data transmission bit-rate of 4 to 30 kb/s (depending upon image size and feature
quantization accuracy).
The algorithm presented here is a downstream RR algorithm. Low bandwidth RR information
from the original video sequence is transmitted to the processed video sequence location. More
information is required from the processed video sequence than the original video sequence to
perform the spatial searches. This algorithm can also be implemented as an upstream monitoring
system with no loss in accuracy (i.e., the RR information is transmitted from the processed end
to the original end, and extra information is used from the original video sequence rather than
from the processed video sequence).
3.1

Preconditions

For the spatial registration algorithm to operate reliably, the original and processed video
sequences must be temporally aligned. Since the temporal registration algorithm described in
section 2 is robust against spatial shift and scaling errors that are present in the processed
sequence, it may be used to temporally align the processed video before proceeding with spatial
registration. The output of temporal registration is a single estimate of delay between the
original and processed video sequences. For processed video sequences that exhibit constant or
variable frame rate encoding, the temporal registration algorithm will produce an estimate of the
average video delay for the clip.
The spatial registration algorithm does not perform any temporal search of its own. Temporal
registration using the estimated average delay is presumed to be sufficiently accurate. This
approach was found to yield accurate results for processed video sequences exhibiting constant
or variable frame rate encoding. The training data used to develop the spatial registration
algorithm included transmission errors, and these errors produced pausing with loss, pausing
without loss, and corrupted images. The training data also included a wide range of frame rates,
including variable frame rate encoding that occasionally was slower than 1 fps.
Because this algorithm does not do a temporal search, it is able to treat progressive and
interlaced video sequences identically. Complications resulting from interlaced field reframing
only arise when field streams are slid past each other. The elimination of temporal registration
search from the spatial registration algorithm eliminates the need to treat interlaced video
differently from progressive video.
There is one minor difference in how interlaced video frames are read, if and only if field
accurate temporal registration indicates reframing. In this case, when reading a processed video
frame, the earlier field in time should be replaced with the earlier field from the next frame. For
12

example, for lower-field-first processed video with a delay of one field (with respect to the
original), replace the lower field of the current frame with the lower field from the next frame.
Notice that this differs substantially from reframing (i.e., moving the later field of the current
frame into the earlier field, and moving the earlier field of the next frame into the later field of
the current frame), which requires both a spatial and a temporal shift. The replacement of the
earlier field as described here has no impact on the spatial shift or scaling results, whereas
reframing would affect the measured vertical spatial shift by 1 frame line.
As with temporal registration, a border of pixels and lines that do not contain valid picture
should be eliminated (see section 2.1).
3.2

Algorithm Overview

A search over all of these available pixels in space and time would be prohibitively time
consuming. Additionally, preliminary results indicate that these exhaustive searches can produce
inaccurate results. Distortions present in the processed video sequence can result in erroneous
spatial shift/scale values being selected. Instead, this spatial registration algorithm uses three
types of RR information extracted from one frame every second: (1) a small number of pixels
chosen at random, (2) the horizontal profile of pixels (average value of each column), and (3) the
vertical profile of pixels (average value of each row). Due to averaging, the profiles are less
susceptible to noise and thus provide a robust estimation of spatial shift and scaling, but cannot
give a precise estimate. The randomly selected individual pixels yield more precise estimates,
but are less robust. Taken together, the profiles and pixels yield robust and precise estimates of
spatial shift and scaling.
Before continuing, we would like to explain the use of randomized pixel selection. Intuitively, it
seems appropriate to use a heuristic to intelligently select pixels that are well suited to the task.
However, it is quite difficult to develop a heuristic that provides an accurate response to the
infinite variety of scene content and system impairments. During algorithm development, many
heuristics were tried but none proved as robust as random choice. For example, pixels near
strong edges are appropriate for some content, but misleading for other content. When selecting
original pixels, it is difficult to guess the portions of the image that will be heavily impaired (and
thus less useful) and the portions that will be accurately rendered – this depends too much upon
the inner workings of the unspecified coding and transmission scheme. Selecting pixels
randomly provides a Monte Carlo method for finding a near optimal solution.
3.3

Scaling and Shift Algorithm

The following constants are used in the spatial registration algorithm. HSHIFT is the maximum
amount of horizontal shift to be searched, and VSHIFT is the maximum amount of vertical shift
to be searched. These constants are specified in pixels for horizontal shift, and frame-lines for
vertical shift. Both must be even numbers. HSCALE is the maximum horizontal scaling to be
searched, and VSCALE is the maximum vertical scaling to be searched. These constants divided
by 1000 yield the maximum fraction of image expansion or shrinkage. Thus, 60 indicates the
expansion or shrinkage is limited to 6% (i.e., the scale factor is in the range 94% to 106%).
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Larger or smaller values can be used for both of these constants where appropriate. Table 3
gives reasonable default values of these constants for common image sizes.
Table 3. Default HSHIFT, VSHIFT, HSCALE, and VSCALE Values
Resolution

QCIF, QSIF

CIF, SIF

VGA, NTSC, PAL

HSHIFT

4

8

20

VSHIFT

4

8

20

HSCALE

60

60

100

VSCALE

60

60

100

The original RR video information that is transmitted must not come from pixels near the border
of the valid region, as those pixels in the processed video are required for scaling and shifting
within searches. To eliminate these pixels, an additional border is required of width given by:
HPIXELS = evenup (HSHIFT + (HSCALE/1000) * cols)

(12)

VPIXELS = evenup (VSHIFT + (VSCALE/1000) * rows)

(13)

where rows and cols are the number of rows and columns in the original image after eliminating
the invalid border given in Table 1. Function evenup rounds a value up to the next even integer.
For NTSC/525-line using the above suggested values, rows = 450, cols = 676, and thus
HPIXELS = 88 and VPIXELS = 66 as shown in Figure 4.

Invalid
border

HPIXELS

VPIXELS

Figure 4. HPIXELS and VPIXELS visually demonstrated.
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For the entire original video clip (e.g., 8 to 15 seconds long), the images to be used by the scaling
and shift algorithms are first selected. It is recommended that the selected images be uniformly
sampled in time and spaced one second apart. Thus, for an N second long sequence, N images
are chosen. Let Yn be the nth luminance image in an original video clip that contains these N
images (i.e., n = 1, 2, …, N). Let Yn(i,j) be the coordinates of a pixel, where i is the vertical row
index and j is the horizontal column index, and the upper-left coordinate of the image is i = 1,
j = 1. Eliminate the invalid border shown in Table 1 and also a border of HPIXELS on left and
right, and VPIXELS on top and bottom. Let On be the resulting image. For our NTSC/525-line
example, On now contains 318 rows and 500 columns.
Compute the vertical profile of each original image (i.e., average each row) and join the profiles
together into a single profile array, VPO(i,n), given by
VPO (i, n ) =

1 Co
∑ On (i, j )
C o j =1

(14)

where Co is the total number of columns in On.
Compute the horizontal profile of each original image (i.e., average each column) and join the
profiles together into a single profile array, HPO ( j, n ) , given by
1 Ro
HPO ( j, n ) = ∑ On (i, j )
Ro i =1

(15)

where Ro is the total number of rows in On.
A random number sequence will now be used to select random pixels from the N original video
images On. Let S be an integer in the range [0, 255], chosen at random. S will be used as a seed
for the pseudo-random number generator and can be transmitted in one byte. Since each
computer uses the same seed S and the same pseudo-random number generator, each computer
will produce the same random number sequence. As given by equation (16) below, we will use
80% as many random individual pixels as profile values. This 80% number is based on
empirical evaluations of the algorithm performance and attaches slightly more weight to the
horizontal and vertical profile samples versus the random pixel samples. Let M be the number of
individual pixels to be selected from the video sequence.
M = round (0.8 * N * (Ro + Co))

(16)

orig_i = round (rand(M) * Ro + 0.5)

(17)

orig_j = round (rand(M) * Co + 0.5)

(18)

orig_n = round (rand(M) * N + 0.5)

(19)

where rand(M) is a vector of M numbers from a random number generator with a uniform
distribution over the range (0, 1) and round is a function that rounds to the nearest integer.
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Arrays orig_i, orig_j, and orig_n contain the row, column, and time coordinates for each of the
M pixels, respectively. Each pixel location is chosen independently. Thus, more pixels may be
selected from some images and less pixels from other images. For our NTSC/525-line example,
round (0.8 * N * 818) pixels will be selected.
The next task is to find the best combination of horizontal scaling, vertical scaling, horizontal
shift and vertical shift. An exhaustive search over these four dimensions would be prohibitively
time consuming. Therefore, a randomized, iterative search strategy is used instead.
We begin by defining our initial guesses. Let hm be the current horizontal scaling factor
(multiplicative), ha the current horizontal shift factor (additive), vm the current vertical scaling
factor (multiplicative), and va the current vertical scaling factor (additive). At all times,
-HSHIFT < ha < HSHIFT
-VSHIFT < va < VSHIFT
-HSCALE < hm < HSCALE
-VSCALE < vm < VSCALE

(20)

For each of the N luminance images in the processed video sequence, eliminate the invalid
border shown in Table 1. Let Pn be the resulting processed image, Rp the number of rows in that
image and Cp the number of columns. Notice that Rp = Ro + 2 * VPIXELS; and Cp = Co + 2 *
HPIXELS. Recall that Pn and On have already been temporally aligned by some external
temporal registration algorithm such as that presented in section 2. For our NTSC/525-line
example, Pn contains 450 rows (Rp) and 676 columns (Cp).
One could scale the processed video images by factors hm and vm before extracting the
horizontal and vertical profiles. However, that approach is not very computationally efficient as
it requires multiple two-dimensional resamplings of the processed images. Instead, the
horizontal and vertical profiles are extracted from the processed video images and these
extracted profiles are rescaled by factors hm and vm.
Compute the vertical profile of each processed image (i.e., average each row) and join the
profiles together into a single profile array, VPp (i , n ) , given by
C

1 p
VPp (i , n ) =
∑ Pn (i, j )
C p j =1

(21)

Compute the horizontal profile of each processed image (i.e., average each column) and join the
profiles together into a single profile array, HPp ( j, n ) , given by
HPp ( j, n ) =

R

1 p
∑ Pn (i, j )
R p i =1

(22)

To further speed computations, rescaling of the processed horizontal and vertical profiles is
performed using nearest neighbor interpolation. We will first scale and then shift the original
coordinates according to equations (23) and (24) below, and these scaled coordinates will then be
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used to index the processed profiles calculated by equations (21) and (22). The new vertical and
horizontal profile indices (prof_i and prof_j, respectively) are given by

vms Ro ⎞
⎛ i
prof_i = round ⎜
+ va + VPIXELS +
⎟ , i = 1, 2, …, Ro
vms + 1 2 ⎠
⎝ vms + 1

(23)

j
hms Co ⎞
⎛
+ ha + HPIXELS +
prof_j = round ⎜
⎟ , j = 1, 2, …, Co
hms + 1 2 ⎠
⎝ hms + 1

(24)

where

vms =

vm
hm
, hms =
1000
1000

(25)

Similarly, the scaled and shifted image coordinates for the randomly sampled pixels are:
vms Ro ⎞
⎛ orig _ i
proc_i = round ⎜
+ va + VPIXELS +
⎟
vms + 1 2 ⎠
⎝ vms + 1

(26)

hms Co ⎞
⎛ orig _ j
proc_j = round ⎜
+ ha + HPIXELS +
⎟
hms + 1 2 ⎠
⎝ hms + 1

(27)

proc_n = orig_n

(28)

Since the processed and original images are assumed to have been temporally aligned, the time
index orig_n does not need to be scaled or shifted and thus remains unchanged.
The next task is to jointly consider the randomly chosen pixels, the vertical profiles, and the
horizontal profiles. Let O be a column vector containing a concatenation of the original pixels
from On at locations (orig_i, orig_j, orig_n), the original vertical profiles VPo for n = 1, 2, …, N,
and the original horizontal profiles HPo for n = 1, 2, …, N. Similarly, let P be a column vector
containing a concatenation of the processed pixels from Pn at locations (proc_i, proc_j, proc_n),
the processed vertical profiles VPp at locations prof_i for n = 1, 2, …, N, and the processed
horizontal profiles HPp at locations prof_j for n = 1, 2, …, N.
Let us now define our search criteria, V, which depends upon hm, ha, vm and va. V is the
standard deviation of the difference between O and P, namely
V = stdev (O − P )

(29)

Smaller values of V indicate a closer match between original and processed.
The search strategy contains two stages. The first stage searches randomly and with uniform
density across the entire search space. The second stage refines the results of the first stage. It
uses a 4-dimensional Gaussian distribution to focus the search in the vicinity of the current best
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point that minimizes V in equation (29). Each time a new best point is found, the second stage
search is recentered about that point.
Let us define six variables: W, min_W, min_hm, min_ha, min_vm, and min_va.
W(hm, ha, vm, va) will hold V for each horizontal scale hm, horizontal shift ha, vertical scale vm,
and vertical shift va. W(hm, ha, vm, va) is initialized to NaN (Not-A-Number). min_W will hold
the minimum V, whose value will be associated with horizontal scale min_hm, horizontal shift
min_ha, vertical scale min_hm, and vertical shift min_ha. Initialize min_W to infinity. Note that
hm will range from -HSCALE to HSCALE, while ha will range from -HSHIFT to HSHIFT.
Likewise, vm will range from -VSCALE to VSCALE, while va will range from -VSHIFT to
VSHIFT. Finally, let us choose TRIES, the number of evaluations to be performed before the
algorithm declares that a solution has been found. A value of TRIES = 15000 seems to work
well and is the recommended default value.
For a number of iterations equal to TRIES / 10, choose values for hm, ha, vm, and va randomly
over the range to be searched, using a uniform distribution of random values.
hm = round ( -HSCALE + ((HSCALE * 2) * rand)),

(30)

ha = round ( -HSHIFT + ((HSHIFT * 2) * rand))

(31)

vm = round ( -VSCALE + ((VSCALE * 2 * rand))

(32)

va = round ( -VSHIFT + ((VSHIFT * 2) * rand))

(33)

where rand is a random number generator that yields numbers from the uniform distribution over
the range (0, 1).
For each randomly chosen coordinate (hm, ha, vm, va), compute V as shown in equation (29)
which will give the value for W(hm, ha, vm, va). Update the values of W, min_W, min_hm,
min_ha, min_vm, min_va in equations (34) and (35).
W(hm, ha, vm, va) = V

(34)

If V < min_W, then
min_W = V, min_hm = hm, min_ha = ha, min_vm = vm, and min_va = va (35)
If a coordinate (hm, ha, vm, va) is chosen twice, then the calculation of V is skipped. Duplicate
coordinates are detected by testing whether W(hm, ha, vm, va) contains NaN. Duplicate
coordinates are counted in the number of evaluations to be tried.
After the TRIES / 10 = 1500 iterations, the coordinate (min_hm, min_ha, min_vm, min_va) will
be a fairly close estimate of the actual coordinate of the minimum of V. Perform an additional
TRIES * 9 / 10 iterations as shown above but with a modified distribution of random values.
The new random distribution increases the likelihood of the chosen coordinate being closer to the
current best point in the search space.
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hm = min_hm + round (2 * rand_norm)

(36)

ha = min_ha + round (2 * rand_norm)

(37)

vm = min_vm + round (2 * rand_norm)

(38)

va = min_va + round (2 * rand_norm)

(39)

In equations (36)-(39), rand_norm is a random number generator that yields a normal
distribution with zero mean and unity variance. If a random coordinate (hm, ha, vm, va) is
outside the range to be searched, then another random coordinate is chosen instead. The long
tails of the normal distribution help prevent the algorithm from locking in on a local minimum
rather than the global minimum. The quick handling of duplicate coordinates allows TRIES to
be set to a large number without negatively impacting run speed. Note that equations (36)-(39)
continually recenter the search about the current best point in the search space.
The final values for min_hm, min_ha, min_vm, and min_va indicate the horizontal and vertical
scaling and shift factors. The min_hm and min_vm spatial scaling factors are used by a
resampling routine to resample the processed video images. 5 After this spatial scaling, the
resultant images are then shift corrected by min_ha and min_va. The user should verify that the
processed video after calibration is properly registered to the original video.
3.4

Median Filtering Values from Multiple Video Sequences

Spatial shift and scaling results for individual processed video clips contain occasional outliers.
Still or nearly still scenes are particularly problematic, since estimates are essentially based upon
one image rather than a sequence of images. If multiple processed video sequences that have
passed through the same video system (i.e., all video sequences can be considered to have the
same calibration numbers, except for temporal registration) are available, then spatial shift and
spatial scaling results should be filtered across scenes to achieve increased accuracy. We have
found that median filtering across scenes produces robust estimates for spatial scaling and spatial
shift. If possible, we recommend median filtering across results from seven or more different
video scenes.
Spatial shift was verified by comparing the results for 2565 processed video clips for this
algorithm and the frame-based spatial shift algorithm in section 3.1.5 of [3]. The number of clips
for the spatial registration validation (2565) was different than the number of clips for the
temporal registration validation (2772) because spatial registration errors were introduced into
some clips from tape editing, and these clips were discarded. Each video system represented by
those 2565 video clips has at least two different original video clips, so that a limited amount of
median filtering using different scenes could be performed for this study. Figure 5 shows the
distance between the spatial shifts produced by this algorithm and those produced by the framebased spatial registration algorithm in section 3.1.5 of [3]. The plot in Figure 5 is for individual
clips and does not include any median filtering over scenes to increase accuracy.
5

This report makes no recommendations for how to perform high accuracy resampling of the processed video
images using the final spatial scaling factors.
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Spatial scaling was verified by comparing the results for the above video clips to the spatial
scaling algorithm in [4]. Figure 6 shows the distance between the spatial scaling of this
algorithm and those produced by the algorithm in [4]. These spatial scaling results were visually
verified when scaling was detected as being present. The plot in Figure 6 is for individual clips
and does not include any median filtering over scenes to increase accuracy.
Figure 7 shows the increased agreement between the two sets of spatial shift results given in
Figure 5 when median filtering over scenes is performed for both algorithms. Similarly, Figure 8
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Figure 5. Difference between RR spatial shifts and the algorithm in section 3.1.5 of [3].
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Figure 6. Difference between RR spatial scaling and the algorithm in [4].
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Figure 7. Difference between RR spatial shifts with median filtering (over scenes) and the
algorithm in section 3.1.5 of [3].
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Figure 8. Difference between RR spatial scaling with median filtering (over scenes) and the
algorithm in [4].
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shows the increased agreement between the two sets of spatial scaling results given in Figure 6.
For Figure 7 and Figure 8, there were a total of 247 different video systems. Notice that the
median filtered results are tightly clustered around zero.
In general, the vast majority of the median filtered shifts agree within plus or minus one pixel;
and almost all of the median filtered scaling factors agree within ±2 (i.e., ±0.2% scaling). Most
of the non-zero differences between the algorithms come from video systems with four or fewer
video scenes, or video systems that contained frequent digital transmission errors (e.g.,
significant transmission errors in every clip). Some of these differences may be indicative of
truly ambiguous spatial registration. For example, if the video system blurs the video, performs
field repetition (e.g., copies field one into field two), or utilizes lower resolution (e.g., 525-line
video compressed to CIF and then up-converted and displayed at 525-line resolution), then
spatial registration becomes ambiguous. Additionally, the reference algorithms used to define
the “truth” data (i.e., the spatial registration algorithm in section 3.1.5 of [3], and the spatial
scaling algorithm in [4]) may produce some errors.
It is reasonable to ignore median filtered horizontal and vertical scaling factors (vm and hm) that
are within ±2 of 0 (i.e., ±0.2% rescaling). Since most video systems do not perform this kind of
minor rescaling, scaling factors within ±2 of 0 are more likely to be indicative of ambiguous
spatial registration than true rescaling. Thus, for these cases we recommend replacing the
rescaling results with no rescaling.
3.5

Observations and Conclusions

The reduced reference spatial registration algorithm presented here uses a set of low bandwidth
RR features extracted from the original video sequence. One byte each is required to transmit
each randomly chosen original pixel, and at most single precision will be required (i.e., 4-byte
floating point) to transmit the original horizontal and vertical profiles. With this level of
quantization, the algorithm requires an RR data transmission bit-rate of approximately 27 kb/s
for 525-line video, and 30 kb/s for 625-line video. Further bandwidth savings can be obtained
through quantization (e.g., 16 bits per profile value).
This algorithm is suitable for measuring spatial shift and spatial scaling in a fully automated, inservice, real-time monitoring system or for an out-of-service environment, prior to performing
video quality measurements. The video spatial scaling algorithm utilizes two types of features,
pixels that track small local changes in scene content, and profiles that track overall trends.
Accuracy is obtained by simultaneously estimating spatial shift and spatial scaling using the
features extracted from multiple video frames. Results from multiple video sequences may be
combined to further improve accuracy. This algorithm has been demonstrated to provide reliable
estimates of spatial registration for a wide range of video scenes and systems.
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4

VALID REGION ALGORITHM

The valid region algorithm presented here uses a set of extremely low bandwidth RR features
extracted from the original video sequence. Four integers are transmitted every time a valid
region update is required (e.g., 16 b/s to update the valid region estimate every four seconds).
4.1

Valid Region when Over-Scan is Present

NTSC (525-line) and PAL (625-line) video sampled according to Rec. 601 may have a border of
pixels and lines that do not contain a valid picture. For instance, the original video from the
camera may only fill a portion of the Rec. 601 frame. A digital video system that utilizes
compression may further reduce the area of the picture in order to save transmission bits. If the
non-transmitted pixels and lines occur in the over-scan area of the television picture, the typical
end-user should not notice the missing lines and pixels. If these non-transmitted pixels and lines
exceed the over-scan area, the viewer may notice a black border around the picture, since the
receiving system will normally insert black into this non-transmitted picture area. Video systems
(particularly those that perform low-pass filtering) may exhibit a ramping up from the black
border to the picture area. These transitional effects most often occur at the left and right sides
of the image but can also occur at the top or bottom. Occasionally, the processed video may also
contain several lines of corrupted video at the top or bottom of the picture that may not be visible
to the viewer (e.g., VHS tape recorders may corrupt several lines at the bottom of the picture in
the over-scan area). The automated valid region algorithm presented here estimates the valid
region of the original and processed video streams so that subsequent computations do not
consider corrupted lines at the top and bottom of the Rec. 601 frame, black border pixels, or
transitional effects where the black border meets the picture area.
4.1.1

Core Valid Region Algorithm

This section describes the core valid region algorithm that is applied to a single original or
processed image. This algorithm requires three input arguments: an image, a maximum valid
region, and the current valid region estimate.
Image. The core algorithm uses the Rec. 601 luminance image of a single video frame. When
measuring the valid region of a processed video sequence, any spatial scaling and shift imposed
by the video system must have been removed from the luminance image before applying the core
algorithm (see section 3).
Maximum Valid Region. The core algorithm will not consider pixels and lines outside of a
maximum valid video region. This provides a mechanism for the user to specify a maximum
valid region that is smaller than the entire image area if a priori knowledge indicates that the
sampled image has corrupted pixels or lines.
Current Valid Region. The current valid region is an estimate of the valid region and lies
entirely within the maximum valid region. All pixels inside the current valid region are known
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to contain valid video; pixels outside the current valid region may or may not contain valid video
content. Initially, the current valid region is set to the smallest possible area located at the exact
center of the image.
The core algorithm examines the area of video between the maximum valid region and the
current valid region. If some of those pixels appear to contain valid video, the current valid
region estimate is enlarged. The algorithm will now be described in detail for the left edge of the
image.
1. Compute the mean of the left-most column of pixels in the maximum valid region. The leftmost column of pixels will be denoted as column “J-1” and the mean will be represented by
“MJ-1”.
2. Take the mean of the next column of pixels, “MJ”.
3. Column J is declared invalid video if it is black, (MJ < 20) or if the average pixel level of the
mean value for successive columns indicates a ramp up from black border to valid picture (MJ - 2
> MJ-1). If either of these conditions is true, increment J and repeat steps (2) and (3). Otherwise,
go to step (4).
4. If final column J is within the current valid region, then no new information has been
obtained. Otherwise, update the current valid region with J as the left coordinate.
The algorithm for finding the top edge of the image is similar to that given above for the left
edge. For the bottom and right edges, the algorithm is the same but the directions are reversed
(e.g., J is decremented instead of incremented). The values produced for top, left, bottom, and
right indicate the last valid pixel or line.
The stopping conditions identified in step (3) can be fooled by scene content. For example, an
image that contains genuine black at the left side (i.e., black that is part of the scene) will cause
the core algorithm to conclude that the left-most valid column of video is farther toward the
middle of the image than it ought to be. For that reason, the core algorithm is applied to multiple
images from a video sequence, thereby increasing the accuracy of the valid region estimate.
4.1.2

Applying the Core Valid Region Algorithm to a Video Sequence

Original Video

The core algorithm is first applied to the original sequence of images. For NTSC video sampled
according to Rec. 601, the recommended setting for the maximum valid region is top = 6, left =
6, bottom = 482, right = 714. For PAL video sampled according to Rec. 601, the recommended
setting for the maximum valid region is top = 6, left = 16, bottom = 570, right = 704. The core
algorithm is run on the first image in the video sequence and a uniform sub-sampling of images
that follow. For example, the core algorithm could examine image numbers 0, 15, 30, 45, and so
forth. When all selected images in the sequence have been examined, the current valid region
will contain the largest valid area implied by any examined image in the video sequence. Pixels
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and lines between this final current valid region and the maximum valid region are considered to
contain either black or a transitional ramp up from black.
The final valid region must contain an even number of lines and an even number of pixels. Any
odd top or left coordinates are incremented by one. Then, if the region contains an odd number
of lines, bottom is decremented; likewise, if the region contains an odd number of pixels (e.g.,
horizontally), right is decremented. This simplifies color processing for video sampled in
accordance with Rec. 601, since the color channels are sub-sampled by 2 when compared to the
luminance channel. Also, each interlaced field of video will contain the same number of video
lines. This will ensure that spatial-temporal sub-regions (from which video quality features will
be extracted) always contain valid video with equal contributions from both interlaced fields.
The resulting valid region is returned as the original valid region.
Processed Video

When computing the valid region of the processed video sequence, the maximum valid region
setting for the core algorithm is first set equal to the corresponding original valid region found
for that video scene. This maximum valid region is then reduced in size by any pixels and lines
that are considered invalid due to spatial shift correction of the processed video frames. The core
algorithm is then run on the first image in the processed video sequence and a uniform subsampling of the images that follow.
After the core algorithm has been applied to the processed video sequence, the valid region
found by the core algorithm is reduced inward by a safety margin. The recommended safety
margin discards one line off the top and bottom, and five pixels off the left and right. The large
left and right safety margins ensure that any ramp up or down from black is excluded from the
processed valid region.
The final processed valid region must contain an even number of lines and an even number of
pixels. Any odd top or left coordinates are incremented by one. Then, if the region contains an
odd number of lines, the bottom is decremented; likewise, if the region contains an odd number
of pixels (e.g., horizontally), the right is decremented. The resulting valid region is returned as
the processed valid region.
4.1.3 Comments on Valid Region Algorithm

This automated valid region algorithm will work well to estimate the valid region of most scenes.
Due to the nearly infinite possibilities for scene content, the algorithm described herein takes a
conservative approach to estimation of the valid region. A manual examination of the valid
region would quite likely result in a larger region. Conservative valid region estimates are more
suitable for an automated video quality measurement system, because discarding a small amount
of video will have little impact on the video quality estimate and in any case this video usually
occurs in the over-scan part of the video. On the other hand, including corrupted video in the
video quality calculations may have a large impact on the quality estimate.
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This algorithm is not able to distinguish between corrupted pixels and lines at the edge of an
image and true scene content. A rule of thumb is used instead, stating that such invalid video
generally occurs at the extreme edges of the image. Specification of a conservative userdefinable maximum valid video region (i.e., the starting point for the automated algorithm)
provides a mechanism to exclude these possibly corrupt image edges from consideration.
4.2 Valid Region when Entire Picture is Displayed

CIF, SIF, QCIF, QSIF, and VGA are intended for computer display. These video sequences
contain a valid picture all the way out to each edge. However, many of these sequences were
originally shot using an NTSC, PAL or HDTV camera. As a result, these progressive video
sequences occasionally have a border of pixels and lines that do not contain valid picture. This
border is usually black, but a single line may sometimes contain values that are halfway between
black and valid picture content (e.g., where the black border and valid picture values were
averaged together). Often, this invalid border will occur on only one edge of the image. Digital
video transmission systems usually do not further reduce the valid picture area, but may distort
the sharp line from black to valid picture more than the rest of the picture. Viewers are used to
ignoring black values around the edge of a picture, and will generally ignore this impairment.
Thus, these border areas and related edge transitions should be excluded from video quality
measurements. This case is further distinguished from the over-scan case because the number of
pixels and lines can be quite small. Thus, extra care must be taken to preserve the maximum
valid region possible. This section presents a modified version of the valid region algorithm in
section 4.1, where the modifications seek to preserve as much of the valid region as possible.
4.2.1

Modified Core Valid Region Algorithm

This section describes the modified core valid region algorithm that is applied to a single original
or processed image. This algorithm requires three input arguments: an image, a maximum valid
region, and the current valid region estimate.
Image. The core algorithm uses the luminance image of a single video frame. When measuring
the valid region of a processed video sequence, any spatial scaling and shift imposed by the
video system must have been removed from the luminance image before applying the core
algorithm (see section 3).
Maximum Valid Region. The core algorithm will not consider pixels and lines outside of a
maximum valid video region. This provides a mechanism for the user to specify a maximum
valid region that is smaller than the entire image area if a priori knowledge indicates that the
sampled image has corrupted pixels or lines.
Current Valid Region. The current valid region is an estimate of the valid region and lies
entirely within the maximum valid region. All pixels inside the current valid region are known
to contain valid video; pixels outside the current valid region may or may not contain valid video
content. Initially, the current valid region is set to contain 92% of the image horizontally and
92% of the image vertically. A border of 4% of the available pixels and lines is placed outside
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the current valid region at each image edge. Thus, the final valid region estimate will lie
between this 4% point and the entire image.
The modified core algorithm examines the area of video between the edge of the picture and the
current valid region. If some of those pixels appear to contain valid video, the current valid
region estimate is enlarged. The algorithm will now be described in detail for the left edge of the
image.
1. Compute the mean of the left-most column of pixels in the maximum valid region. The leftmost column of pixels will be denoted as column “J” and the mean will be represented by “MJ”.
2. Take the mean of the next column of pixels, “MJ+1”.
3. Column J is declared invalid video if it is black (MJ < 20), or if the average pixel level of the
mean value for successive columns indicates a steep ramp 6 up from black border to valid picture
(MJ + 20 < MJ+1). If either of these conditions is true, increment J and repeat steps (2) and (3).
Otherwise, go to step (4).
4. If final column J is within the current valid region, then no new information has been
obtained. Otherwise, update the current valid region with J as the left coordinate.
The algorithm for finding the top edge of the image is similar to that given above for the left
edge. For the bottom and right edges, the algorithm is the same but the directions are reversed
(e.g., J is decremented instead of incremented). The values produced for top, left, bottom, and
right indicate the last valid pixel or line.
The stopping conditions identified in step (3) can be fooled by scene content. For example, an
image that contains genuine black at the left side (i.e., black that is part of the scene) will cause
the core algorithm to conclude that the left-most valid column of video is farther toward the
middle of the image than it ought to be. For that reason, the core algorithm is applied to multiple
images from a video sequence, thereby increasing the accuracy of the valid region estimate.
4.2.2

Applying the Modified Core Valid Region Algorithm to a Video Sequence

Original Video

The modified core algorithm is first applied to the original sequence of images. The core
algorithm is run on the first image in the video sequence and a uniform sub-sampling of the
images that follow. For example, the core algorithm could examine image numbers 0, 15, 30,
45, and so forth. When all selected images in the sequence have been examined, the current
valid region will contain the largest valid area implied by any examined image in the video
sequence. Pixels and lines between this final current valid region and the edge of the image are

6

The difference in the slope of the ramp between section 4.1and 4.2 is intentional. Design differences between
these types of video codecs influence this constant.
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considered to contain either black or a transitional ramp up from black. The resulting valid
region is returned as the original valid region.
Processed Video

When computing the valid region of the processed video sequence, the maximum valid region
setting for the core algorithm is first set equal to the corresponding original valid region found
for that scene. This maximum valid region is then reduced in size by any pixels and lines that
are considered invalid due to spatial scaling and shift correction of the processed video frames.
The modified core algorithm is then run on the first image in the processed video sequence, and a
uniform sub-sampling of the images that follow. The resulting valid region is returned as the
processed valid region.
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LUMINANCE GAIN AND OFFSET ALGORITHM

The luminance gain and offset algorithm presented here uses a set of low bandwidth RR features
extracted from the original video sequence. The algorithm presented here may be implemented
as either a downstream RR algorithm or an upstream RR algorithm, since identical information is
required from the processed and original video sequences. The luminance gain & offset
algorithm requires an RR data transmission bit-rate of 0.5 to 1.4 kb/s (depending upon image
size and feature quantization accuracy).
This luminance gain & offset algorithm replaces an algorithm presented in an earlier version of
this report (i.e., NTIA Report TR-06-433). That algorithm reused data from the spatial
registration algorithm, and so could be computed without requiring additional RR data
transmission bandwidth. Upon further analysis, the earlier algorithm exhibited poor behavior for
some scene content, including biased estimation errors.
5.1

Preconditions

For the luminance gain & offset algorithm to operate reliably, the original and processed video
sequences must be temporally aligned and spatially registered. Additionally, the valid video
region must be calculated.
The luminance gain & offset algorithm does not perform any temporal search of its own.
Temporal registration using the estimated average delay is presumed to be sufficiently accurate.
This approach was found to yield accurate results for processed video sequences exhibiting
constant or variable frame rate encoding. The training data used to develop the luminance gain
& offset algorithm included transmission errors, and these errors produced pausing with loss,
pausing without loss, and corrupted images. The training data also included a wide range of
frame rates, including variable frame rate encoding that occasionally was slower than 1 fps.
Because this algorithm does not do a temporal search, it is able to treat progressive and
interlaced video sequences identically. Complications resulting from interlaced field reframing
only arise when field streams are slid past each other. The elimination of temporal registration
search from the spatial registration algorithm eliminates the need to treat interlaced video
differently from progressive video.
5.2

Algorithm Overview

The luminance gain and level offset estimation examines one pair of original and processed
frames every second. The processed video must be corrected for spatial scaling and shift, as
appropriate. The border of pixels and lines outside the valid region (see section 4) should be
eliminated from both original and processed frames.
Each video frame is divided spatially into blocks. Table 4 gives reasonable default values of
these constants for common image sizes. The luminance values within each block are averaged,
to create sub-sampled versions of the original and processed video sequences. The sub-sampled
values for all original frames examined (one per second) are shaped into a single one-
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dimensional array, named O. The sub-sampled values for all processed frames examined (one
per second) are shaped into a single one-dimensional array, named P. Notice that respective
elements of vectors O and P represent the same location in space (horizontally and vertically)
and time (frame number) within the original and processed video sequences, respectively.
For increased robustness of the gain/offset least squares fitting algorithm, it is desirable to
prefilter the O and P vectors to eliminate those blocks that contain a wide spread of pixel values
and those blocks that have been clipped. Blocks that contain a wide spread of pixel values have
luminance transitions and these transitions are more affected by spatial misalignments and video
distortions. Blocks that have been clipped have lost useful information for estimating gain and
level offset. First, identify those original blocks with the greatest spread in pixel values by
calculating the standard deviation of each block (call this vector Os) and then eliminate 50% of
the blocks (from both the O and the corresponding P vector) that have the greatest standard
deviation. Next, examine vectors O and P and eliminate those block pairs that are less than 2 or
greater than 253 in either the O or P vector. After elimination of these blocks, if the maximum
of P minus the minimum of P is less than 10 do not attempt to compute gain/offset as the range
of pixel values is insufficient.
Table 4. Default Block Size for Luminance Gain and Level Offset
NTSC, PAL, VGA

CIF, SIF

QCIF, QSIF
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Calibration involves computing the gain (g) and level offset (l) according to the following model:
P = gO + l

(40)

There are only two unknowns (i.e., g and l) but Z equations (one equation for each block pair).
Therefore, we must solve the over-determined system of linear equations given by:
⎡l ⎤
P ≈ Pˆ = A ⎢ ⎥
⎣g ⎦

(41)

where A is a Z x 2 matrix given by
A Z x 2 = [1 O ]

(42)

and 1 is a Z-element column vector of ‘1s’ given by
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1 Z x1

⎡ 11 ⎤
⎢.⎥
⎢ ⎥
=⎢.⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢.⎥
⎢⎣1Z ⎥⎦

(43)

P̂ is the estimate of the processed samples if the gain and level offset correction were applied to
the original samples. The least squares solution to this over-determined problem is given by
⎡l ⎤
−1 T
T
⎢ g ⎥ = (A A) A P
⎣ ⎦

(44)

where the superscript “T” denotes matrix transpose and the superscript “-1” denotes matrix
inverse. Problems with using equation (44) directly include using processed video samples that
are highly distorted from the original video samples, and using processed video samples that are
not correctly registered in space and time to the original video samples (e.g., the processed video
may contain frame repeats and variable video delay). Thus, an iterative least squares solution
with a cost function is used to help minimize the weight of these outliers in the fit.
The following iterative algorithm is applied to the original and processed samples:
1. Use the normal least squares solution, equation (44), to generate the initial estimate of the
level offset and gain.
2. Generate an error vector (E) that is equal to the absolute value of the difference between
the true processed samples and the fitted processed samples:
E = P − Pˆ

(45)

3. Generate a cost vector (C) that is the element-by-element reciprocal of the error vector
(E) plus a small epsilon (ε):
C=

1
E +ε

(46)

The ε prevents division by zero and sets the relative weight of a point that is on the fitted
line versus the weight of a point that is off the fitted line. An ε of 1.0 is recommended.
4. Normalize the cost vector C for unity norm (i.e., each element of C is divided by the
square root of the sum of the squares of all the elements of C).
5. Generate the cost vector C 2 that is the element-by-element square of the cost vector C
from step 4.
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6. Generate an N x N diagonal cost matrix (C 2) that contains the cost vector’s elements
(C 2) arranged on the diagonal, with zeros everywhere else.
7. Using the diagonal cost matrix (C 2) from step 6, perform cost-weighted least squares
fitting to determine the next estimate of the level offset and gain:
−1 T 2
⎡l ⎤
T 2
⎢ g ⎥ = ( A C A) A C P
⎣ ⎦

(47)

8. Repeat steps 2 through 7 until the level offset and gain estimates converge to four
decimal places.
To remove gain and level offset from the processed Y image plane, the following formula is
applied to each processed pixel:
New Y(i,j,t) = [ Y(i,j,t) – l ] / g

(48)

Similar to that found for spatial registration in section 3.4, we have found that median filtering
across scenes produces more robust estimates for luminance gain and offset.
The above algorithm for estimating luminance (Y) gain and offset may also be applied to the
chrominance channels (Cb and Cr).
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COMBINING ALGORITHMS AND APPLYING CORRECTIONS

To fully calibrate a processed video sequence, we suggest performing the calibration in the
following order. The calibration information from earlier steps is used in subsequent steps.
First, estimate the temporal registration of the uncalibrated processed video sequence using the
algorithm in section 2 and apply the appropriate temporal correction. When examining
interlaced video, temporally register to field accuracy. Second, estimate the spatial scaling and
shift using the algorithm in section 3. Correcting for vertical spatial shifts may involve
reframing of the processed video. Third, estimate the valid region using the algorithms in
section 4. Fourth, estimate the luminance gain and level offset using the algorithm in section 5.
Fifth, reapply the temporal registration algorithm in section 2 using the calibrated processed
video clip to obtain a slightly improved temporal registration estimate. Temporally register to
frame accuracy for both interlaced and progressive video sequences. This fifth step is optional
for progressive video sequences that do not have spatial registration issues (i.e., zero spatial shift
and no spatial scaling).
If spatial scaling, spatial shift, luminance gain, and level offset estimates are available for other
processed video sequences that have passed through the same video system (i.e., all video
sequences can be considered to have the same calibration numbers, except for temporal
registration), then calibration results can be filtered across scenes to achieve increased accuracy.
We have found that median filtering across scenes produces robust estimates for spatial scaling,
spatial shift, luminance gain, and level offset. In this case, the fourth and fifth steps given above
can result in improved accuracy by median filtering the values for spatial scaling, spatial shift,
luminance gain, and level offset.
Taken together, these four algorithms accurately estimate video calibration values in an RR
measurement environment. The required bandwidth of the NTIA/ITS RRCAL algorithm is
25,028 bits/sec for 525-line/NTSC video, and 25,856 bits/sec for 625-line/PAL when operating
on ITU-R Recommendation BT.601 video. This bandwidth should fit comfortably within
commonly available IP bandwidths. The breakdown of bandwidth per algorithm is as follows:
•

Temporal registration: 2,160 bits/sec NTSC and 1,800 bits/sec PAL, assuming
quantization to 12-bits - this algorithm typically runs twice, so the stated bit rate must be
doubled.

•

Spatial shift/spatial scaling: 18,368 bits/sec NTSC and 19,428 bits/sec PAL, assuming
quantization of 8-bits per pixel and 10-bits for other feature values.

•

Gain and offset (Y, Cb, Cr): 2,276 bits/sec NTSC & 2,764 bits/sec PAL, assuming
quantization to 10-bits, with 1-bit per Os block (keep or discard).

•

Valid region: 64 bits/sec maximum.

Image sizes (e.g., CIF, QCIF) and frame rates (e.g., 15 fps) different than ITU-R
Recommendation BT.601 will require different bandwidths. For example, the requirements for
CIF and QCIF with the above quantizer assumptions are as follows:
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•

Temporal registration bandwidth requirements decrease proportionately with frame rate,
where the bit-rate required for progressive video is half that required for interlaced. 15
fps progressive video requires 540 bits/sec.

•

Spatial shift/spatial scaling bandwidth requirements decrease with image size. CIF
bandwidth requirements are 10,496 bits/sec, and QCIF bandwidth requirements are 5,248
bits/sec.

•

Gain and offset (Y, Cb, & Cr) bandwidth requirements increase slightly with decreasing
image size (due to the smaller block sizes that are used). CIF bandwidth requirements are
3,328 bits/sec and QCIF bandwidth requirements are 3,808 bits/sec.

•

Valid region: 64 bits/sec maximum.
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